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Abstract. — In the present paper we consider the ‘‘bulky knots’’ and ‘‘bulky links’’, which
appear after cutting a Generalized Möbius Listing’s GML3n body (whose radial cross section is a
plane 3-symmetric ﬁgure with three vertices) along di¤erent Generalized Möbius Listing’s surfaces
GML2n situated in it. This article is aimed to investigate the number and geometric structure of the
independent objects appearing after such a cutting process of GML3n bodies. In most cases we are
able to count the indices of the resulting mathematical objects according to the known tabulation
for Knots and Links of small complexity.
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Premise
This article comes out from the desire to express, on the occasion of the 90th anniversary of his birth, a grateful memory to Professor Gaetano Fichera, a Master
who opened the road for a scientiﬁc career to many of us.
Gaetano Fichera was one of the last universal mathematicians, who possesed
a wide overview of the most important developments of a discipline which is entering more and more in every ﬁeld of human activities.
Our ﬁrst author, Ilia Tavkhelidze, was attracted to the study of very general
surfaces and bodies—and their connections with the theory of knots and links—
including as particular cases the initial investigations due to Möbius and Listing.
Ilia’s motivation started from a clever remark by his PhD advisor, the famous
Russian mathematician Olga A. Oleinik, one of the most powerful pupils of
Ivan G. Petrovskii. For a long time, Olga was linked to Prof. Fichera by scientiﬁc
and friendly interests, so strongly that she was able to complete a posthumous
work of Gaetano about a di‰cult problem of thermoelasticity. Olga observed
that the solutions of boundary value problems for partial di¤erential equations
strongly depend on the geometrical properties of the domain in which the problem is considered. This was the initial motivation of Ilia’s works dedicated to
some geometric and structural properties of surfaces and bodies.
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In these works Ilia subsequently attracted some former pupils of Fichera, in
particular Caterina Cassisa and Paolo Emilio Ricci, and more recently Johan
Gielis, who, starting from a di¤erent ﬁeld of investigations, namely botany and
biology, was able to derive a general formula unifying extremely di¤erent plane
natural shapes appearing in natural bodies.
Very enlightening are Johan’s introductions to some articles in collaboration
[6], [7], emphasizing the importance of connections between pure geometrical investigations and natural phenomena. Without repeating here his considerations
we want only to point out that surfaces and bodies generalizing Möbius and
Listing’s ones frequently appear in di¤erent ﬁelds of Natural Sciences, like
botany, biology, neurology, etc. This is the main motivation even of the present
work, which focusses on 3-symmetrical GML bodies. As one example, this symmetry is fundamental in the monocot group of ﬂowering plants, which includes
all grasses, orchids and ﬂowers like tulips, irises and lilies.

Introduction
A tabulation of knots and links of small complexity (thread structure without
interior geometry) can be found in several works (see e.g. [4], [9], [10], [11], [13],
[20]). In previous articles [14], [15] a wide class of geometric ﬁgures ‘‘Generalized
Twisting and Rotated’’ bodies—shortly GTRmn —(sometimes called ‘‘surfaces of
Revolution’’ see e.g. [5], [8]) was deﬁned through their analytic representations.
In particular cases, the analytic representation gives back many classical objects
(torus, helicoid, helix, Möbius strip, . . . etc.). This article is aimed to consider
some geometric properties of a wide subclass of the above mentioned surfaces,
by using their analytical representation. In this article we consider bulky knots
and links which appear after a cutting process of Generalized Möbius—Listing’s
bodies GML3n along ‘‘parallel’’ lines of their ‘‘Ribs’’. In previous articles [3], [16],
[17], [18], [19] a set of Generalized Möbius Listing’s surfaces—shortly GMLmn ,
which are a particular case of the GTRmn bodies, have been deﬁned, and we considered the cases when the GMLmn surface is a¤ected by a ‘‘k-times cutting’’ along
its basic line. But now, basing on our previous results, see e.g. [18], [19] we consider the case when GML3n is a body, whose radial cross section is given by a
plane 3-symmetric convex ﬁgure with 3 vertices.
Five main question are examined in this article:
1. How many independent geometric objects appear after the cutting process?
2. What is the geometric structure of the objects which appear after the cutting
process?
3. What are the indices, according to the classical tabulation of links (see e.g. [4],
[9], [20], . . .), of the bulk link which appear after the cutting process?
4. What similarities and di¤erences are between the cutting processes of GML3n bodies and GML3n -surfaces?
5. What similarity and di¤erence are between the cutting processes of GML2n and
GML3n -bodies?
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All possible variants, appearing after the cutting processes of GML2n -bodies,
were studied in [7].
Notations
In this article we use following notations:

• X , Y , Z, or x, y, z—is the ordinary notation for coordinates;
• t, c, y—are space values (local coordinates or parameters in parallelogram):
ð1Þ

1: t a ½t ; t  ; where t a t  ; are non-negative constants;
2: c a ½0; 2p;
3: y a ½0; 2p

• Pm C A0A1 . . . Am1 —denotes

a ‘‘Plane convex ﬁgure with m-vertices’’, in
particular Pm is a ‘‘m-symmetric polygon’’ or ‘‘regular polygon’’ and m is the
number of its angles or vertices. In the general case the edges of ‘‘polygons’’ are
not always straight lines (Ai Aiþ1 could be, for example: arcs of circle or ellipse,
edge of epicycloid, or part of Gielis’s line [5], and so on); In this article we
mainly consider P3 —‘‘Plane convex 3-symmetric ﬁgure with 3-vertices’’. A
simple example is shown in Fig. 1.b., and in Figures 1.a., 1.c., 1.d. we show
photos of Haeckel’s Diatomeas.
ð2Þ

x ¼ pðt; cÞ;

z ¼ qðt; cÞ

or
ð2  Þ

•

x ¼ pðt; cÞ cos c;

z ¼ pðt; cÞ sin c

are the analytic representations of an ‘‘m-symmetric Plane ﬁgure’’ Pm , usually
pð0; 0Þ ¼ qð0; 0Þ ¼ 0 and the point ð0; 0Þ is the center of symmetry of this polygon (see e.g. [15] or [5]).
For example—in this paper, without loss of generality, dealing with proofs
relevant to a plane P3 -ﬁgure, we use the Gielis’s super-formula and its simple
variant
"   n2    n3 #1=n1
cos m1 c 
sin m2 c 


4 
4 
pðt; cÞ C 
ð3Þ
;
 þ



 b 
a
with t ¼ 1, m1 ¼ m2 ¼ 3, a ¼ b ¼ 1 and n1 ¼ n2 ¼ n3 ¼ 1 (see Fig. 1.b.);

0
denotes an orthogonal prism, whose ends
• PRm C A0A1 . . . Am10 A000 A10 . . .0 Am1
A0 A1 . . . Am1 and A0 A1 . . . Am1 deﬁne Pm (see e.g. Fig. 2.a.)
• PRl —is an orthogonal cylinder, whose cross section is a circle, denoted by
Pl .
• x~, z~, y—are space values (local coordinates or parameters in the cylinder

(t C 0) or in the pipe (t > 0) correspondingly)

ð4Þ

PRl C fð~
x ¼ t cos c; z~ ¼ t sin c; yÞ : t a ½t ; t  ; c a ½0; 2p; y a ½0; 2pg:
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Figure 1

• Pm C OA0 A1 . .. Am1 —denotes

a ‘‘Plane star-like ﬁgure with m-symmetry’’,
in particular Pm is a ‘‘regular simple star’’ and m is the number of its wings or
vertices. If pðt; cÞ in formula (2  ) has the form
ð2 0 Þ

pðt; cÞ C t

m1
X

li  ðc  ci Þ;

i¼0

where the arguments t and c are deﬁned in (1); li a ð0; 1Þ and ci a ½0; 2pÞ are
some constants for each i ¼ 1; m  1, with ci A cj if i A j, and

0 if c ¼ ci
ðc  ci Þ C
1 if c A ci ;
then the corresponding plane ﬁgure Pm is:
1. a ‘‘simple star’’ with m ‘‘wings’’ or ‘‘vertices’’ when t C 0 (see e.g. Figs.
1.e.);
2. a set of m segments of straight lines lying on the radii of a circle centered at
the origin when t > 0 (see e.g. Fig. 1.f.).

Remark 1. In the case when ci C 2pi=m and li C 1, i ¼ 0; m  1, then Pm is a
‘‘regular simple star’’ (see Fig. 1.e.).

• In this article PRm is a ‘‘cylinder’’ with cross section a simple star, i.e.
ð5Þ

PRm C

m1
[

Ti C Pm  ½0; 2pÞ C

i¼0

m1
[

fIi  ½0; 2pÞg

i¼0


C ð~
xi ¼ tli cos ci ; z~i ¼ tli sin ci ; yÞ :
2pi
; i ¼ 0; m  1; y a ½0; 2p
t a ½0; t ; ci ¼
m
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Figure 2

• Ti , for each i ¼ 0; m  1, is the wing of the cylinder PRm corresponding to the
angle ci (see example in Fig. 2.b.), i.e.

Ti C fIi  ½0; 2pÞg C f½0; li   ½0; 2pÞg
ð6Þ

Ii C ½0; li 
Tio C fIi  f0gg Tie C fIi  f2pgg:

• Ii , i ¼ 0; m  1 is a wing of the plane ﬁgure Pm , and correspondingly t  li is
its ‘‘Length’’ (see e.g. Fig. 1.e., 1.f. or Fig. 2.b., 2.d., 2.e.).
• rðp; qÞ or rðpÞ—denotes the 0‘‘Radius’’ of the plane ﬁgure Pm (for example,
radius of the simple star in (2 )), deﬁned by
ð2 Þ

rðPm Þ C max ft   li g
i¼0; m1

• OO 0 —is the axis of symmetry of the prism PRm .
I. Generalized Möbius Listing’s body
Generalized Twisting and Rotated bodies shortly GTRmn or bodies which are
bounded by ‘‘Surfaces of revolution’’ are deﬁned by di¤erent methods ([8], [15],
[6] and some examples are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
But in this article we consider a subset of the wide class GTRmn :—Generalized
Möbius Listing’s bodies, shortly GMLmn .

Definition 1. A Generalized Möbius Listing’s body—is obtained by identifying without deformation the opposite ends of the prism PRm in such a way that:
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Figure 3

A) For every integer n a Z and i ¼ 0; . . . ; m  1 each vertex Ai coincides with
0
0
Aiþn
C Amod
, and each edge Ai Aiþ1 coincides, correspondingly, with the
m ðiþnÞ
edge
0
0
0
0
Aiþn
Aiþnþ1
C Amod
Amod
;
m ðiþnÞ
m ðiþnþ1Þ

B) The integer n a Z denotes the number of rotations of the end of the prism with
respect to the axis OO 0 before identiﬁcation. If n > 0, the rotations are counterclockwise, and if n < 0 then rotations are clockwise.
Some particular examples of GML3n and their graphical realizations can be
found in Fig. 2.c., 2.d., 2.e., Fig. 3.f., Fig. 4.a., or 4.b. More precise information
about the structure of these bodies can be found in [7], [15], [18].

Remark 2. We can assert that:
a.) The GMLmn body is a particular case of the GTRmn body.
b.) The basic line of a GMLmn body, is always a closed line.
c.) The boundary of this body is a closed surface or line, and the parameters in its
analytic representation depend on the indices of symmetry and the number or
vertices of Pm (see [15]).
d.) The number n has a di¤erent meaning for each GMLmn body, since it depends
on the number m. When n ¼ m or n ¼ m we have a full rotation of plane ﬁgures (in the radial cross section) around the basic line, correspondingly counterclockwise or clockwise;
Definition 2. Rib of the GMLmn is a continuous closed line, in which are situated only the vertices of the radial cross sections ( plane ﬁgures) of this body (see
e.g. Fig. 4).

about ‘‘bulky’’ links, generated by generalized möbius listing’s bodies GML3n
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Figure 4

Definition 3. Side of the GMLmn is a continuous closed surface, in which are
situated only the edges of the radial cross section ( plane ﬁgures) of this body (see
e.g. Fig. 4).
In this article, for simplicity but without loss of generality, we consider Generalized Möbius-Listing’s bodies and surfaces GMLmn with the following restrictions:

• The radial cross sections of these bodies usually are plane m-symmetric convex
ﬁgures with m vertices (see e.g. Fig. 4.b.);
• The radial cross sections of these surfaces are plane m-symmetric star-like
ﬁgures with m vertices (see e.g. Fig. 2 or Fig. 4.a.);
• The basic lines of these surfaces are always plane circles;
• The rule of twisting around the basic line is regular.
According to these restrictions the analytic representations of the corresponding GMLmn bodies or surfaces have one of the following forms

 ny 
 ny 
 qðt; cÞ sin
cosðyÞ
X ðt; c; yÞ ¼ R þ pðt; cÞ cos
m
m

 ny 
 ny 
ð7Þ
 qðt; cÞ sin
sinðyÞ
Y ðt; c; yÞ ¼ R þ pðt; cÞ cos
m
m
 ny 
 ny 
þ qðt; cÞ cos
;
Zðt; c; yÞ ¼ pðt; cÞ sin
m
m
where pðt; cÞ and qðt; cÞ are the functions in (2), or


ny 
X ðt; c; yÞ ¼ R þ pðt; cÞ cos c þ
cosðyÞ
m


ny 
ð8Þ
sinðyÞ
Y ðt; c; yÞ ¼ R þ pðt; cÞ cos c þ
m

ny 
;
Zðt; c; yÞ ¼ pðt; cÞ sin c þ
m
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where pðt; cÞ is the function in (2  ) and t, c, y run in the parallelogram (1); the
number m of vertices (and symmetry of the cross section) and the index of rotation n are arbitrary integer numbers. More precise information about the analytic
representation of these bodies can be found in [15].

Remark 3. Note that:
correspondence between the
• 1. For every n, the representation (7), is a one to one
points of the cylinder PRm and those of the GMLmn body;
• 2. In particularly, if n ¼ 0, equation (7) gives a one to one0 correspondence be-

•
•

tween the points of the cylinder PRm and those of the GML3 body, with identical
radial cross sections;
3. The line f0g  ½0; 2pÞ H PRm is the origin (by correspondence (7)) of the basic
line of the GMLmn bodies.
4. Each point of the basic line is the center of symmetry of the radial cross section
of the GMLmn bodies.

Proof. We may remark that
ð9Þ


 ny 
 ny 
qðX ; Y ; ZÞ
¼ R  x cos
 z sin
A 0;
qðx; z; yÞ
m
m

where x and z are the functions in (2), i.e. the Jacobian determinant of this correspondence, according to the restriction R > t  , is di¤erent from zero. Therefore,
the relation (7) deﬁnes a one to one correspondence. Note that the last two parts
of this Remark are trivial consequences of the relation (9).
The analytic representation (7) gives us possibility to discover some properties
of the Generalized Möbius-Listing’s bodies.

Remark 4. If the generalized Möbius-Listing’s surface GMLmn has a convex radial cross section (2) (or more generally the plane ﬁgure Pm satisﬁes star conditions
and has smooth edges Ai Aiþ1 for every i ¼ 1; m  1), and if the integer number j—
is the greatest common divisor of numbers m and modm ðnÞ—then:

• A.) such GMLmn
•
•
•
•
•

body has a j-coloured surface (i.e. it is possible to paint the
surface of this ﬁgure with j di¤erent colors without taking away the brush. It is
prohibited to cross the edge of this ﬁgure);
A1.) Each closed non-self-crossing line on the surface of the GMLmn body, which
is a parallel to the rib, is a 2pj—periodic space line;
B.) if j ¼ 1, then the GMLmn body has 1-coloured surface and its boundary edge is
a closed line (see the classical Möbius strip);
C.) if n ¼ mo, o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . , then the GMLmn body has an m-coloured surface;
(see particular examples: 6-coloured surfaces in Fig. 2.c.);
D.) In this article we consider Generalized Möbius-Listing’s surface GMLmn
whose basic line is a 2p—periodic space line, like a circle;
E.) if n ¼ l and its basic line is a smooth line, then the generalized MöbiusListing’s body is a ‘‘One-coloured’’ body—Torus without edges.

about ‘‘bulky’’ links, generated by generalized möbius listing’s bodies GML3n
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Proof. Without loss of generality we consider the analytic representation (7).
According to these formulas, for each numbers m, n, the following identities hold

2pn 
;0
X ðt; c; 2pÞ ¼ X t; c þ
m

2pn 
ð10Þ
;0
Y ðt; c; 2pÞ ¼ Y t; c þ
m

2pn 
Zðt; c; 2pÞ ¼ Z t; c þ
;0 ;
m
or, in particular, for each numbers m, n and i
X ðt; ci ; 2pÞ ¼ X ðt; cmodm ðiþnÞ ; 0Þ
ð11Þ

Y ðt; ci ; 2pÞ ¼ Y ðt; cmodm ðiþnÞ ; 0Þ
Zðt; ci ; 2pÞ ¼ Zðt; cmodm ðiþnÞ ; 0Þ:

The geometric meaning of this relation is that, after bending the cylinder PRm ,
0
0
each edge Ai Aiþ1 coincides with the edge Amod
Amod
. But this is the
m ðiþnÞ
m ðiþnþ1Þ
condition A) in the deﬁnition 1. Consequently, it is possible to write the following
permutation
0
0
A0 A1 ! Amod
Amod
m ðnÞ
m ðnþ1Þ

ð12Þ

0
0
A1 A2 ! Amod
Amod
m ðnþ1Þ
m ðnþ2Þ

.................................
0
0
Am2 Am1 ! Amod
Amod
:
m ðnþm2Þ
m ðnþm1Þ

But, according to a well known theorem, such permutations can be constructed
with exactly gcdðm; modm ðnÞÞ numbers of disjoint cycles (gcd denotes the greatest
common divisor). The number of these cycles is the number of di¤erent colors
we can put on the surface of this GMLmn body. The other di¤erent items of this
remark are simple corollaries of the relation (12).
II. Relations between the set of Generalized Möbius-Listing’s
Surfaces and the sets of Ribbon Knots and Ribbon Links
The results described in this chapter were already considered in previous articles
for GMLmn surfaces for arbitrary m (see [18], [19]). In this article, in order to
simplify the proofs of our main results and to compare the Generalized MöbiusListing’s surfaces results with those of bodies, we recall (without proof ) the deﬁnitions and theorems, particularly for the Generalized Möbius-Listing’s surfaces
GML3n and for the ribbon links which appear after their cutting processes.
We use the following deﬁnitions and notations:

Definition 4. A closed line (similar to the rib or basic line), which is situated on
a GML3n and is ‘‘parallel’’ to the basic (or rib’s) line of the GML3n (i.e. the distance
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Figure 5

between this line and basic or rib’s lines is constant) is called a ‘‘Slit line’’ or shortly
an ‘‘s-line’’.

• If the distance between an s-line and the basic line is zero, then this s-line coincides with the basic line (and is called ‘‘B-line’’).

Definition 5. A domain situated on the surface (or side) GML3n and such that its
border’s lines are slit lines, is called a ‘‘Slit zone’’ or shortly an ‘‘s-zone’’.

• The distance between the border’s lines of an s-zone is the ‘‘width’’ of this s-zone.
• If an s-zone’s width equals to zero, then this zone reduces to an s-line.
Definition 6. If the ‘‘B-line’’ is properly contained inside a ‘‘Slit zone’’—i.e. the
distance to the border’s lines is strictly positive—then this ‘‘Slit zone’’ is called a
‘‘B-zone’’.

• A B-zone has a ‘‘Radius’’—which is the maximal distance between the basic line
and the border line of this zone (see e.g. Fig. 5.c.).

Definition 7. The ‘‘process of cutting’’ or shortly the ‘‘cutting’’ is always realized along some s-lines and produces the vanishing (i.e. elimination) of the corresponding s-zone (which possibly reduces to an s-line).
an s-line, non coinciding with the B-line ( process
• If a GML3n surface is cut along
1

•
•

denoted by the symbol: ! ), then the resulting object is called an ‘‘s-slitting
GML3n ’’ and the corresponding vanishing zone is called an s-slit.
If a GML3n surface is cut along its B-line ( process denoted by the symbol: ! B ),
then the resulting object is called a ‘‘B-slitting GML3n ’’ and the corresponding
vanishing zone is called a B-slit.
If the vanishing zone—after an s-slit (a B-slit)—is given by an ‘‘s-zone’’ (a
‘‘B-zone’’), then the cutting process is called an s-zone-slit (a B-zone-slit).

Remark 5. Note that:

• A. In this article, we use the terms ‘‘Ribbon link-1’’ or ‘‘Bulk link-1’’ for denoting
correspondingly ‘‘Ribbon knot’’ or ‘‘Bulk knot’’;

about ‘‘bulky’’ links, generated by generalized möbius listing’s bodies GML3n
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• B. The indices of corresponding bulk or ribbon links coincide with those of the
•

classical links tabulation (thread structure without interior geometry see e.g. [4],
[9], [20], . . .) with an important exception;
C. We distinguish ribbon (or bulk) link-1 f01 g (basic line of this object is a plane
closed line similar to a circle) and ribbon link-1 f11 g (basic line of this object is a
space closed line similar to the rib of a classical Möbius strip)!

Theorem 1. If the GML3n surface is cut along a non trivial s-line (i.e. a line which
does not coincide with its basic line), then for each integer number n, after an
s-zones-slit, an object ‘‘ribbon link-2’’ appears, whose one component is a ribbon
link-1 f01 g (indices are deﬁned according to the known tabulation for knots and
links of small complexity see e.g. [4], [9], [20], . . .) of the GML3n surface, and the
other components are:
A. ribbon link-1 f01 g of the GML22o surfaces—if n ¼ 3o ðo a ZÞ, i.e. in this case
ð13Þ

GML33o ! 1 ribbon link-2 ð2oÞ12 of the GML33o and GML22o :

A particular case, when o ¼ 2, is shown in Fig. 6.a.;
23ðoþ1Þ

B. ribbon link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.) of the GML2
n ¼ 3o þ 1, i.e. in this case
ð14Þ

surfaces—if

GML33oþ1 ! 1 ribbon link-2 of the GML33oþ1 and GML26oþ6 :

A particular case, when o ¼ 0, is shown in Fig. 7.a.;
23ðoþ1Þþ2

C. ribbon link-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML2
this case
ð15Þ

surfaces—if n ¼ 3o þ 2, i.e. in

GML33oþ2 ! 1 ribbon link-2 of the GML33oþ2 and GML26oþ8 :

A particular case, when o ¼ 1, is shown in Fig. 8.a.;

Theorem 2. If the GML3n surface is cut along a B-line, then for each integer
number n, after a B-zone-slit:
A. if n ¼ 3o, an object ‘‘ribbon link-3’’ appears, each component of this object is a
ribbon link-1 f01 g of the GML22o surface; i.e. for each o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ,
ð16Þ

GML33o ! b ribbon link-3 of the 3  GML22o :

A particular case, when o ¼ 2, is shown in Fig. 6.b.;
B. if n ¼ 3o þ 1, then an object ‘‘ribbon link-1’’ fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.)
23ðoþ1Þ
of the GML2
surface appears; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ,
ð17Þ

GML33oþ1 ! b ribbon link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g of the GML26oþ6 :

A particular case, when o ¼ 0, is shown in Fig. 7.b.;
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Figure 6

Figure 7

23ðoþ1Þþ2

C. if n ¼ 3o þ 2, then an object ‘‘ribbon link-1’’ fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML2
surface appears; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ,
ð18Þ

GML33oþ2 ! b ribbon link-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML26oþ8 :

A particular case, when o ¼ 1, is shown in Fig. 8.b.
In general the corresponding indices of the link-2 group, appearing after an
s-zone or b-zone slits of a GML2n surface, is at present unknown (only in some
particular cases, when we have the possibility to perform a direct observation,
we know the indices of resulting objects (e.g. Theorem 1, when o ¼ 0: in case
A., a link-2 f012 g).

about ‘‘bulky’’ links, generated by generalized möbius listing’s bodies GML3n
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III. Relations between the set of Generalized Möbius-Listing’s
Bodies and the sets of Bulky Knots and Bulky Links
In this section, we consider Generalized Möbius-Listing’s Bodies whose radial
cross sections are convex 3-angular and 3-symmetric plane ﬁgures.

Definition 8. We call Slit-surface of the GML3n body a surface GML2k such
that:
1. The basic line is strictly contained into the GML3n body and it is ‘‘parallel’’ to
the basic line and ribs of this body;
2. The radial cross section is a straight line;
3. The line of intersection of the GML2k with the GML3n body, situated on the side
of this body, is ‘‘parallel’’ to the rib line of the GML3n body. This restriction deﬁnes the number k of rotations (of surface) which strictly depends on the number
of rotation n, of the body;

Definition 9. We will use the following notations:

• a. SVB-surface of the GML3n body is a slit-surface, whose radial cross section
•
•
•

(straight line) contains a vertex and the center of symmetry of the radial cross
section of the GML3n body (see e.g. Fig. 9.a.);
b. SB-surface of the GML3n body is a slit-surface, whose radial cross section
(straight line) contains the center of symmetry and does not contain vertices of
the radial cross section of the GML2n body (see e.g. Fig. 9.b.);
c. SV-surface of the GML3n body is a slit-surface, whose radial cross section
(straight line) contains a vertex and does not contain the center of symmetry of
the radial cross section of the GML3n body (see e.g. Fig. 9.c.);
d. SVij -surface of the GML3n body is a slit-surface, whose radial cross section
(straight line) contains two vertices of the radial cross section of the GML3n
body (see e.g. Fig. 9.d.). If the cross section is a triangle then this surface coincides with the corresponding side of GML3n body;
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Figure 9

• e. Sij -surface of the GML2n body is a slit-surface such that the ends of the straight
line (radial cross section) are situated on the edges, correspondingly with labels
i and j, of plane ﬁgures of the radial cross section of GML3n body (see e.g. Sii surface in Fig. 9.f. and Sij -surface ði A jÞ in Fig. 9.e.). If the cross section is a
triangle then this surface coincides with the corresponding side of GML3n body;

Definition 10. A domain, part of the GML3n body (having structure similar to
a GML4k body), whose two opposite parallels to the side-surfaces (see Def. 3) are
slit-surfaces, is called a ‘‘Slit zone’’ or shortly an ‘‘s-zone’’.

• ‘‘Thickness’’ of the slit-zone is the distance between two opposite parallel slit•

surfaces (distance between two opposite parallel straight line in the radial cross
section of the slit-zone, see e.g. Fig. 9.b.);
If the thickness of a slit-zone is zero, then it coincides with a slit-surface.

Without loss of generality, in this article we assume that the e-thickness of the
slit-zone is very small with respect to the size of the body, i.e. 0 a e f rðpÞ.

Definition 11. The ‘‘process of cutting’’ or shortly the ‘‘cutting’’ of a GML3n
body is always realized along some s-surface and produces the vanishing (i.e. elimination) of the corresponding s-zone (which possibly reduces to a slit-surface).

• If a GML3n body is cut along an SVB-surface (! SVB ), then the corresponding
•
•

vanishing zone is called an SVB-slit, and such cutting process is called an SVBzone-slit;
If a GML3n body is cut along its SB-surface (! SB ), then the corresponding
vanishing zone is called a SB-slit, and such cutting process is called an SB-zoneslit;
If a GML3n body is cut along its SV -surface (! SV ), then the corresponding
vanishing zone is called a SV-slit, and such cutting process is called an SV-zoneslit;
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• If a GML3n
•

body is cut along its SVij -surface (! SVij ), then the corresponding
vanishing zone is called a SVij -slit, and such cutting process is called an SVij zone-slit;
If a GML3n body is cut along its Sij -surface (! Sij ), then the corresponding vanishing zone is called an Sij -slit ði; j ¼ 0; 1Þ, and such cutting process is called an
Sij -zone-slit.

Remark 6. If the radial cross section of the GML3n body is a triangle, then
Sii -zone-slit or SVij -zone-slit are impossible.
After an Sij -zone-slit ði A jÞ of the GML3n body, four di¤erent cases appear,
which depend on the position of the cross section of the slit-surface over the cross
section of the body ( position of straight line inside the triangular planar ﬁgure):
1. Sij -zone-slit—straight line is between the vertex and nearby the ‘‘middle line’’
(line which connects two middle point of the opposite sides) of planar ﬁgure of
the radial cross section of the body;
2. Sa
ij -zone-slit—straight line coincides with the ‘‘middle line’’ of planar ﬁgure of
the radial cross section of the body;
3. Sij[ -zone-slit—straight line is between the center of symmetry and ‘‘middle line’’
of planar ﬁgure of the radial cross section of the body;
4. Sij0 -zone-slit—straight line is between the center of symmetry and the side of
planar ﬁgure of the radial cross section of the body;
By recalling the Remark 3 and using the previous theorems, we can prove the
following results for the Generalized Möbius-Listing’s Bodies GML3n with convex
3-symmetric and 3-angular radial cross sections.

Theorem 3. If the number of twisting is n C 3o, where o a Z denotes the number of full rotations, and the GML3n body is cut along some of its slit-surfaces, then
an object ‘‘bulk link-2’’ fð2oÞ12 g of the bulk link-1, with structure f01 g, appears
(see Remark 5.); but the components of this bulk link-2 have di¤erent structure,
more precisely:
Case A. after an SVB-zone-slit or SV-zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk
link-2 fð2oÞ12 g of the GML3n bodies appears, whose radial cross sections are three
angular plane ﬁgures, i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð19Þ

GML33o ! SVB or SV link-2fð2oÞ12 g of the two GML33o ;

Case B. after an SB-zone-slit or an Sij -zone-slit ði A j and i; j ¼ 0; 1; 2Þ of the
GML3n body, an object bulk link-2 fð2oÞ12 g of the GML33o and GML44o bodies appears, whose radial cross sections are correspondingly three and four angular plane
ﬁgures, i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð20Þ

GML33o ! SB or Sij link-2 fð2oÞ12 g of the GML33o and GML44o ;
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Case C. after an SVij -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2 fð2oÞ12 g of
the GML33o and GML22o bodies appears, whose radial cross sections are correspondingly three and two angular plane ﬁgures, i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð21Þ

GML33o ! SVij link-2 fð2oÞ12 g of the GML33o and GML22o ;

Case D. after an Sii -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2 fð2oÞ12 g of
the GML2n and GML55o bodies appears, whose radial cross sections are correspondingly two and ﬁve angular plane ﬁgures, i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð22Þ

GML33o ! Sii link-2fð2oÞ12 g of the GML22o and GML55o :

Proof. According to the transformation (7) or (8), the origin of the Generalized
Möbius-Listing’s body GML2n is a cylinder, whose cross section is similar to the
radial cross section of the considered body. So that, we can consider this cylinder
as the union of parallel rectangles, whose two opposite sides are element of the
cylinder (generatrix) and the remaining two ones are situated on the opposite
ends of the cylinder (geometrically identical to its cross section) (see e.g. Fig.
9.g.). In this case each rectangle deﬁnes (by (7)) a Generalized Möbius-Listing’s
surface GML2n . Also o is the number of full rotations of this body, so that each
element of the geometric object which appears after cutting makes o rotations
around its basic line and this means that each element makes o coils around
second elements, so that a link-2 fð2oÞ12 g appears. Di¤erence between the considered cases are the shapes of radial cross sections of the geometric objects
appearing after cutting. This is the basis for proving our theorem.
Case A. We may consider the cylinder as the union of parallel rectangles,
orthogonal to the rectangle origin of the SVB-surface (see e.g. Fig. 9.g.). The
SVB-surface includes one rib of the GML3n body and the opposite side of this
surface cuts the side of the GML3n body, so after an SVB-zone-slit, new ribs
appear (generated by new angular points on the radial cross section). So that, in
this particular case, each rectangle deﬁning the Generalized Möbius-Listing’s surface GML2n is cut along its basic line. According to the Theorem 1 case A. (see
[12]), and representation (7) or (8), it is easy to show that after an SVB-zone-slit
of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2 fð2oÞ12 g of GML3n bodies appears,
whose radial cross sections are three angular plane ﬁgures. This result is formally
similar to the results of the Theorem 1 case A., for GML2n surfaces (see [7]).
Examples of shapes of the radial cross sections before and after SVB-zone-slits
are shown in the table of Fig. 10., row a., but a particular example of the objects
before and after cutting, when o ¼ 2 are shown in Fig. 11 (general views of these
objects are similar for each cases and only di¤erences are the shapes of cross sections in the resulting bulk link-2. See e.g. Fig. 11.b.).
Cases B.–D. The process of proving other cases is essentially similar to the
preceding one. But now, we must consider the di¤erent variants appearing after
cutting a plane triangular convex ﬁgure by a straight line and after considering
the corresponding cylinder (origin of the Generalized Möbius-Listing’s body
GML3n ) as the union of parallel rectangles. So that, we can always correspond-
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Figure 10

ingly apply the results of cases A., of the Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 (see [7]).
According to these results, the bulk link-2 have identical indices ð2oÞ12 , but di¤erent shapes of their radial cross sections, which depend on the position of the slitsurfaces (position of the corresponding straight line with respect to the radial
cross sections of the GML3n bodies—see e.g. Figs. 9.a.–9.f.). So, we have proved
all cases of Theorem 3. All possible cases and corresponding shapes of the radial
cross sections before and after the cutting process are given in the table of Fig. 10.

Theorem 4. If the number of twisting is n C 3o þ 1, where o is an arbitrary integer number, and the GML3n body is cut along some of its slit-surfaces, then nine
di¤erent cases appear:
Case A. after an SVB-zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2, of the
33ðoþ1Þ
bodies appears, whose components are bulk link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see
GML3
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Remark 5. C.), and their radial cross sections are three angular mirror symmetric
plane ﬁgures, i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð23Þ

GML33oþ1 ! SVB link-2 of the 2 GML39oþ9 ;

Case B. after an SB-zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2, of the
33ðoþ1Þ
34ðoþ1Þ
GML3
and GML4
bodies appears, whose components are bulk link-1
fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.), and their radial cross sections correspondingly
are three and four angular plane ﬁgures, i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð24Þ

GML33oþ1 ! SB link-2 of the GML39oþ9 and GML412oþ12 ;

Case C. after an SV-zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-3 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ1 body, the
second and third are bulk link-1 ð4o þ 1Þ1 (see Remark 5. C.) of the
3?3ðoþ1Þ
3?4ðoþ1Þ
and GML4
bodies, whose radial cross sections correspondingly
GML3
are three and four angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
ð25Þ

GML33oþ1 ! SV link-3 of the GML33oþ1 ;
GML39oþ9 and GML412oþ12 ;

Case D. after an SV ij -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ1 body and the
32ðoþ1Þ
second is a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.) of the GML2
bodies,
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whose radial cross sections correspondingly are three and two angular plane ﬁgures;
i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
ð26Þ

GML33oþ1 ! SVij link-2 of the GML33oþ1 and GML26oþ6 ;

Case E1. after an Sij -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML66oþ2 body and the
33ðoþ1Þ
bodies,
second is a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.) of the GML3
whose radial cross sections correspondingly are six and three angular plane ﬁgures;
i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
ð27Þ



GML33oþ1 ! Sij link-2 of the GML66oþ2 and GML39oþ9 ;

n
Case E2. after an Sa
ij -zone-slit of the GML3 body, an object bulk link-2 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ1 body and the
33ðoþ1Þ
bodies,
second is a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.) of the GML3
whose radial cross sections correspondingly are six and three angular plane ﬁgures;
i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .

ð28Þ

a

GML33oþ1 ! Sij link-2 of the GML33oþ1 and GML39oþ9 ;

Case E3. after an Sij[ -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-3 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ1 body and
the second and third ones are bulk link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.) of the
33ðoþ1Þ
35ðoþ1Þ
and GML5
bodies, whose radial cross sections correspondingly
GML3
are three and ﬁve angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
[

ð29Þ

GML33oþ1 ! Sij link-3 of the GML33oþ1 ;
GML39oþ9 and GML515oþ15 ;

Case E4. after an Sij0 -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-3 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ1 body and
the second and third ones are bulk links-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.) of the
34ðoþ1Þ
bodies, whose radial cross sections are four angular plane ﬁgures; i.e.
GML4
for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
0

ð30Þ

GML33oþ1 ! Sij link-3 of the GML33oþ1 ;
GML412oþ12 and GML412oþ12 ;

Case F. after an Sii -zone-slit ( for any i ¼ 0; 1; 2) of the GML3n body, an object
bulk link-2 appears. One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the
3ð3oþ1Þ
body and the second is a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.)
GML9
32ðoþ1Þ
body; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
of the GML2
ð31Þ

GML33oþ1 ! Sii link-2 of the GML99oþ3 and GML66oþ6 :
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Proof. According to the transformation (7) or (8), the origin of the Generalized
Möbius-Listing’s body GML3n is a cylinder whose cross section is similar to the
radial cross section of the considered body. But now, after transformation, taking into account the 3-symmetry of the cross section, after a 120  degree turning, the ends of this cylinder identify. So that, we can consider this cylinder
as the union of parallel rectangles, whose opposite sides are elements of the cylinder (generatrix) and the remaining two ones are situated on the opposite ends
of the cylinder (geometrically identical to its cross section). In this case each rectangle is deﬁned by (7), and the process of cutting ‘‘is completed’’ after 3  360 
degree turning (Remark 2. see [15]). According to this result two types of Generalized Möbius-Listing’s bodies with strongly di¤erent structure of their basic line
appear:
1. the basic line is a circle (similar to the basic line of the initial body); This object contains the ‘‘old basic line’’;
2. the basic line makes 3o þ 1 coils around the ‘‘small part’’ of some classical
torus, after making three circuits around the ‘‘big parts’’. This is the basis for
proving the above theorem.
Case A. We may consider cylinder as the union of parallel rectangles, orthogonal to the rectangle, origin of the SVB-surface. The SVB-surface includes one of
the ribs of GML3n bodies, and after an SVB-zone-slit, only one new rib appears
(generated by new angular points on the radial cross section). So that, in this particular case, each rectangle deﬁning the Generalized Möbius-Listing’s surface
GML3n is cut along its basic line. According to the representation (7) or (8), it is
easy to show that, after an SVB-zone-slit of the GML3n body, two objects, bulk
link-1 fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5.C.) of the GML3n bodies appear, whose radial
cross sections are three angular plane mirror symmetric ﬁgures. Examples of the
shapes of the radial cross sections before and after SVB-zone-slit are shown in
Fig. 12.
Case B. Analogously to the preceding case, after similar considerations, we
could ﬁnd results for SB-zone-slits, but in this case, according to the 3-symmetry
of the radial cross section, we must only remark that the rectangle (origin of the
SB-zone-slit) divides the cylinder in two di¤erent parts and, after transformation
(7), these two parts yield two bulk link-1, whose radial cross sections consist
in three and four angular plane ﬁgures. Examples of shapes of the radial cross
sections, before and after an SB-zone-slit, are shown in corresponding rows of
the table in Fig. 12.
Case C., D., E., or F. In these seven cases, the arguments for proving our results are essentially similar to those used in Theorem 2, case B.
Unfortunately we do not know, at present, what is the precise type of the ﬁnal
links (according to the classic knots tabulation—see e.g. [4], [9], [20], . . . and
Fig. 13.) (which is the same for these nine cases), appearing after the corresponding zone-slit of a GML3n .
In these nine cases only three di¤erent types of links appear (particular examples of the results of Theorem 4., when o ¼ 0, are shown in:
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Figure 12

– Fig. 13. b., which corresponds to the cases A. and B.;
– Fig. 13. c., which corresponds to the cases D., E1., E2., F.;
– Fig. 13. d., which corresponds to the cases C., E3., E4.).
Also di¤erent are the polygons generated in the radial cross sections of the
bulk links components, which depend on the position of the origin with respect to the corresponding slit-surfaces in the cylinder (or on the position of the
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Figure 13

corresponding straight line on the plane ﬁgures in the radial cross section). Examples of shapes of the radial cross sections before and after the cutting process are
given in the table of Fig. 12.
Similarly we may prove the following theorem

Theorem 5. If the number of twisting is n C 3o þ 2, where o is an arbitrary
integer number, and the GML3n body is cut along some of its slit-surfaces, then,
similarly to the previous theorem, nine di¤erent cases hold:
Case A. after an SVB-zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2, of the
3ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
bodies appears, whose structure are bulk link-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g and
GML3
their radial cross sections are three angular mirror symmetric plane ﬁgures, i.e. for
each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð32Þ

GML33oþ2 ! SVB link-2 of the two GML39oþ12 ;

Case B. after an SB-zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2, of the
3ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
4ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
and GML4
bodies appears, whose structure are link-1
GML3
fð4o þ 3Þ1 g and their radial cross sections correspondingly are three and four
angular plane ﬁgures, i.e. for each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð33Þ

GML33oþ2 ! SB link-2 of the GML39oþ12 and GML412oþ16 ;

Case C. after an SV-zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-3 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ2 body, the
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3ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ

second and third are bulk link-1 ð4o þ 3Þ1 (see Remark 5. C.) of the GML3
4ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
and GML4
bodies, whose radial cross sections correspondingly are three
and four angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
ð34Þ

GML33oþ2 ! SV link-3 of the GML33oþ2 ;
GML39oþ12 and GML412oþ16 ;

Case D. after an SV ij -zone-slit of the GML3n body an object bulk link-2 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ2 body and the
2ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
second is a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML2
bodies, whose radial
cross sections correspondingly are three and two angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for
each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
ð35Þ

GML33oþ2 ! SVij link-2 of the GML33oþ2 and GML26oþ8 ;

Case E1. after an Sij -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-2 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML66oþ4 body and the
3ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
body, whose radial cross
second is a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML3
sections correspondingly are six and three angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
ð36Þ



GML33oþ2 ! Sij link-2 of the GML66oþ4 and GML39oþ12 ;

n
Case E2. after an Sa
ij -zone-slit of the GML3 body, an object bulk link-2 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ2 body and the
3ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
body, whose radial cross
second is a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML3
sections correspondingly are six and three angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .

ð37Þ

a

GML33oþ2 ! Sij link-2 of the GML33oþ2 and GML39oþ12 ;

Case E3. after an Sij[ -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-3 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ2 body and
3ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
and
the second and third are a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML3
5ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
bodies, whose radial cross sections correspondingly are three and
GML5
ﬁve angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
[

ð38Þ

GML33oþ2 ! Sij link-3 of the GML33oþ2 ;
GML39oþ12 and GML515oþ20 ;

Case E4. after an Sij0 -zone-slit of the GML3n body, an object bulk link-3 appears.
One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML33oþ2 body and the
4ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
second and third are a bulk links-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML4
bodies,
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whose radial cross sections are four angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for each natural
o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
0

ð39Þ

GML33oþ2 ! Sij link-3 of the GML33oþ2 ;
GML412oþ16 and GML412oþ16 ;

Case F. after an Sii -zone-slit ( for any i ¼ 0; 1; 2) of the GML3n body, an object bulk
3ð3oþ2Þ
link-2 appears. One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the GML9
2ð3ðoþ1Þþ1Þ
body and the second is a bulk link-1 fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the GML2
bodies; i.e.
for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
ð40Þ

GML33oþ2 ! Sii link-2 of the GML99oþ6 and GML26oþ8 ;

In these nine cases only three di¤erent type of links appear (particular examples of the results of the Theorem 5. when o ¼ 1 are shown in:
– Fig. 14.b., which corresponds to the cases A. and B.;
– Fig. 14.c., which corresponds to the cases D., E1., E2., F.;
– Fig. 14.d., which corresponds to the cases C., E3., E4.).

Remark 7. 1. (Non-convex cases). Separately, by recalling the Remark 3 and
using the previous theorems, theoretically it is possible to prove similar results for
the Generalized Möbius-Listing’s Bodies GML3n , with non-convex 3-symmetric and

Figure 14
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3-angular radial cross sections, but it is necessary to specify each particular situation (since there exist a lot of di¤erent cases). We consider now only a particularly
interesting case.
Case E5. This case holds only if the radial cross section is a non-convex plane
ﬁgure similar to that appearing in Fig. 15. In this case, after cutting, three or four
di¤erent components appear.
Sij00 -zone-slit—is a straight line tangent to the arc between the i and j sides of
the non-convex planar ﬁgure of radial cross section of the body (see e.g. Fig. 15
or Fig. 16);
Case E5.—for Theorem 3. after an Sij00 -zone-slit of the GML33o body, an object
bulk link-3 fð3  2oÞ?3 g of the GML3n bodies appears, whose structure are bulk
links-1 01 , and whose radial cross sections are three angular plane ﬁgures, i.e. for
each natural o ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ð41Þ

GML33o ! Sij link-3fð6oÞ?3 g of the three GML33o :

An example of the shapes of the radial cross sections, before and after an Sij00 -zoneslit, is shown in Fig. 15, and a general view of the bulk link-3, when o ¼ 2, is given
in Fig. 11.c.;
Case E5.—for Theorem 4. after an Sij00 -zone-slit of the GML33oþ1 body, an object bulk link-4 appears. One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the
GML33oþ1 body, while the second, third and fourth components are bulk links-1
33ðoþ1Þ
34ðoþ1Þ
fð4o þ 1Þ1 g (see Remark 5. C.) of the two GML3
and one GML4
bodies, whose radial cross sections are three and four angular plane ﬁgures; i.e.
for each natural o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
00

ð42Þ

GML33oþ1 ! Sij link-4 of the GML33oþ1 ;
GML412oþ12 and two GML39oþ9 :

An example of the shapes of the radial cross sections, before and after an Sij00 -zoneslit, is shown in Fig. 16, and a general view of the bulk link-3, when o ¼ 0, is given
in Fig. 13.e.;
Case E5.—for Theorem 5. after an Sij00 -zone-slit of the GML33oþ2 body, an object bulk link-4 appears. One component of this object is a bulk link-1 f01 g of the

Figure 15
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Figure 16

GML33oþ1 body, while the second, third and fourth components are bulk links-1
33ððoþ1Þþ1Þ
34ððoþ1Þþ1Þ
fð4o þ 3Þ1 g of the two GML3
and one GML4
bodies, whose
radial cross sections are three and four angular plane ﬁgures; i.e. for each natural
o ¼ 1; 2; . . .
00

ð43Þ

GML33oþ1 ! Sij link-4 of the GML33oþ1 ;
GML412oþ16 and two GML39oþ12 :

An example of the shapes of the radial cross sections, before and after an Sij00 -zoneslit, is shown in Fig. 16, and a general view of the bulk link-3, when o ¼ 2, is given
in Fig. 14.e.

Remark 8. Similarity and Di¤erence. a.) If n ¼ 3o, then the structure of the
bulk links, which appear after cutting the GML33o body, are similar to the ribbon
links appearing after an s-zone slit of the GML33o surface (see Theorem 1 case A.
and Theorem 3);
b.) If n ¼ 3o, then, after cutting the GML33o body, never appears a bulk link
analog to the ribbon link appearing after a b-zone slit of the GML33o surface (see
Theorem 2. case A.);
c.) If n ¼ 3o þ 1, then the bulk link-1 ð4o þ 1Þ1 appearing after cutting the
GML33oþ1 body, is similar to the ribbon links-1 which appear after an s-zone slit
of the GML33oþ1 surface (see Theorem 1 case B. and Theorem 4);
d.) If n ¼ 3o þ 2, then the bulk link-1 ð4o þ 3Þ1 appearing after cutting the
GML33oþ2 body, is similar to the ribbon links-1 which appear after an s-zone slit
of the GML33oþ2 surface (see Theorem 1 case C. and Theorem 5);
e.) for arbitrary n, after cutting the GML3n surface, never appears a ribbon link
with three components (similarly to cases C., E3. and E4. of the Theorems 4 or 5).
Remark 9. a.) Each results of the the previous Theorems still hold when the basic
line is a closed space line, but the link structure of the geometric objects, appearing
after cutting, is completely di¤erent;
b.) The structure of the ribbon links, appearing after k-times cutting along arbitrary s-lines of a GML2n surface with radial cross section consisting in a simple star,
has been studied in [17];
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c.) The structure of the ribbon links, appearing after k-times cutting along
arbitrary s-lines of a GMLmn surface whose radial cross section is an m-symmetric
star-like ‘‘line’’, has been studied in [18], [19];
d.) The structure of the bulky links, appearing after cutting along the corresponding slit-surfaces of GML2n bodies, has been studied in [7];
e.) The structure of the bulky links, appearing after k-times cutting along the
corresponding slit-surfaces of GML2n bodies, is at present unknown.
Acknowledgements. For constructing ﬁgures in this article we used Matlab 7.0 - # 212817 P. E. Ricci—Sapienza, Università di Roma.
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